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CURRENT AFFAIRS
EXPAT/INDIVIDUAL

Dear Client,
As 2013 comes to an end we are pleased to present our
annual newsletter! In this newsletter you will find articles
about the tax plans for 2014 and the related tax saving
opportunities. Please note however, that these articles
are only general and may not be applicable in your
situation. Please contact us for tailored advice.
No doubt you would have heard of some of the proposed
tax law changes as well as the reversal of some. As
in the past years the changes yet need to go through
parliament (Tweede Kamer) and the senate (Eerste
Kamer), so further changes are possible.

Once-only
increased
exemption in
Gift Tax

The once-only increased exemption in Gift
Tax will be increased to € 100.000,-- from
October 1st 2013, to December 31st, 2014.
A person can receive this gift from anyone
with the condition that the amount should
be used on the house (first residence) of
the receiver. A gift tax return is mandatory
to make use of the exemption.

Amnesty ruling

In 2014 we will continue to support several expat
organisations such as Access, British School in the
Netherlands and Arnhem International School. We will
also sponsor and advertise on www.access-nl.org ,
www.angloinfo.com , www.justlanded.com ,
www.iamexpat.nl , www.expatica.com ,
www.dutchnews.nl to make more expats aware of our
services. Please be free to have a look at these websites
as they provide very useful information to expats and
other English speakers in Holland.
We ask your special attention for Jonathan Bolger of
Thames Clyde Financial Consultancy, since 1998 a trusted
professional associate of our tax practice. Thames Clyde
is AFM licensed, and operate a ‘no-commission policy’,
thus benifiting the client. Find out how this could benefit
you on www.thamesclyde.com.
The best way of informing persons of our services is still
by word of mouth. So, if you have been happy with our
services, we would be grateful if you could spread the
news! Please also be free to contact our office with any
query, complaint or compliment at
taxadvice@jcsuurmond.nl

Please also visit our renewed website!
www.jcsuurmond.nl
J.C. Suurmond & zn. Tax consultants
Trusted advisors since 1986
Untaxing taxes!

Gifts to
charities
Periodical gifts (which need to run for
at least 5 years) to charities do not have
a threshold amount and are therefore
always deductible. From 2014 onward
these gifts do not need a notary deed but
can be done by way of a private deed,
thus saving the notary costs .

Visit our

The amnesty ruling (‘inkeerregeling’)
remains in the news. This ruling is to
give persons with undeclared assets the
opportunity to put this right with the
tax authorities. If you make use of the
amnesty ruling between September 2nd,
2013 and July 1st, 2014, there is no fine.
On July 1st the fine will be 30%, increasing
to 60% on July 1st, 2015. Needless to say,
with these fines there will not be much
left of the assets. We therefore strongly
recommend to contact our office if you
are unsure as to whether a Dutch or
foreign asset, bank account, real estate,
shares are included in your Dutch tax
return. If the tax authorities or the FIODECD notice that you have undeclared
foreign bank accounts you cannot make
use of the amnesty ruling anymore and
a fine of up to 300% will apply. Assets do
not have to be declared when you are a
non-domestic tax payer (C-form) or if the
30%-ruling applies.
NB. Please note that from termination of
the 30%-ruling onwards you are usually
classified as a domestic tax payer that has
to declare worldwide income and wealth.

website w w w.jcsuurmond.nl

Study costs
From 2013 onward only the direct study
costs are deductible. Please note that in
the ideal situation you can both use the
deduction of study costs and the benefit
of the 30%-ruling. Contact us ahead of
time with your questions.

Further important items;
•

•

•
•

No Road Tax is due for old-timers older
than 40 years; for old-timers that run on
petrol there is a special regulation when
they are between 26 and 40 years old;
In 2014, employees with an income over
€ 150.000 will again be taxed with an
extra 16% crisis-levy over the surplus
income; this levy is collected from the
employer;
Make use of the regular gift tax free
amounts of € 5.141,-- for children and
€ 2.057,-- for grandchildren and others;
Move substantial payments planned in

•

•

January 2014 to December 2013 to save
on box 3-levy;
If you are living together with a partner
you can qualify for the large inheritance
tax exemption for partners if you register
your partnership;
The general levy rebate and the
employment rebate will increase for a
lower income and decrease for a higher
income during next years.

SOLE TRADER / CORPORATE

Family bank

Business costs

Another favourable way to support
your children would be to lend them
money for purchase of a first residence.
The interest they pay (approx. 6%) is
deductible for them and not taxable for
yourself. Separately you could remit the
tax free amount each year.

Often it seems difficult to define what costs
are deductible as business costs. In principal
all costs made in relation to business interest
of your company are deductible. The inspector
is not allowed to correct the costs if they are
too high in his eyes. There is an exemption in
a situation where costs are in a disproportion
to the business use, such, that no reasonable
entrepreneur can insist that these costs have
only incurred for business interests. The costs
could then be split in a business and a private
component. Situations with large interests
frequently end up in court.

Please contact us for questions you might
have about gifts or estate planning and
we will gladly help.

Standing right
(‘Stamrecht’)
Unto date it is possible to place a redundancy
payment in a so-called ‘Standing right’ (in
Dutch: ‘Stamrecht’). This has the advantage
that the redundancy payment is not taxed at
once in a high tax bracket. The Standing right
is then placed in either a Stamrecht BV or at a
bank or insurance company. From 2014 this is
not possible anymore. Current Standing right
situations can however continue.
In 2014 there is a once-only opportunity to
receive the whole sum of a current Standing
right situation in one amount, of which then
only 80% will be taxed. To make use of this,
the amount must be in the Standing right
before November 15th, 2013. In that situation
also no revision interest is levied. Whether it
is favourable to make use of this opportunity
must be carefully calculated.

There are further specific rules for some
mixed cost categories with private and
business aspects. There are fixed limits for
business lunches, gifts, and traffic fines are not
deductible. Some costs would be deductible
for BTW (VAT) purposes and others only for
Income tax purposes are vice versa. Please
contact us for a specific question.

Further points:
•

•

In 2014 the box 2-rate will decrease
from 25% to 22%. Dividends will
therefore be taxed at a lower rate. Of
course, dividend payments need to be
justifiable, for example in relation to
pension obligations;
contrary to previous plans, the selfemployment deduction will not be
decreased.

